Integrity Ingrained
The American hardwoods we
select from managed forests set
the tone and appearance of our
cabinetry. But there’s something
else that makes our cabinetry
unique. At Woodmont Cabinetry,
you’ll find integrity ingrained
in everything we do. A familyowned, faith-based company,
our employees are the heart of
our operation, building quality
products and honest working
relationships with our customers.

Brookstone5

Stain Finish That Spices Up The Kitchen
Walden5 Arch

Yes, our products come with a warranty. But, they also come with our promise to keep
manufacturing jobs in America, to minister to our community, and to safeguard our
environment. Yes, our cabinets are beautiful to behold, but our customers remain
loyal to Woodmont Cabinetry because of the warmth, character and integrity
ingrained in everything we do. Doing things right. And doing the right things. It’s how
we craft our products, our lives and our business. And that’s our promise.

Locate your nearest
Woodmont Cabinetry
Authorized Dealer at
woodmontcabinetry.com

Sedona5

WOODMONT
CABINETRY
CABINETRY
that fits your

See More
Ginger Finish Door Styles
available in
Maple, Cherry, & Knotty Alder at
woodmontcabinetry.com.

~ Ginger

Style
The
Look
You’ll Love
color & design

tips inside

Ginger

The Style
1 Wood & Metal
Pendant Lamps

The Color
Spice, personality, unexpected
heat. Like the cuisines it lends
its flavors to, ginger is bold.
It can be sweet or savory,
contemporary or classic.
Ginger adds a rich, earthy
warmth to any room it’s used
in, simultaneously grounding
it and infusing it with passion
and energy.

Reminiscent of Japanese lanterns,
white metal and natural wood
pendant lamps set the tone for
this kitchen’s clean, crisp modern
design.
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An island countertop with natural finish chic
matching barstools give the space a refined look.
The chairs’ graceful low-curving backs and flared
legs combine the best of Eastern minimalism and
mid-century modern design.

The Look
A ginger stain gives the perfect touch of spice to a
transitional design. It’s ideal for people who appreciate

Laudable Lime
SW 6930

(800) 709-5505

Symbolizing luck and prosperity in Chinese culture,
a rooster print makes a stylish statement in any kitchen,
but especially one with Asian flair.

3 Bali-Inspired Breakfast Bar

4 Pops of Pure Green

Paper Lantern
SW 7676

Whimsical Art Prints
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Chinese Red
SW 0057
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Galápagos Turquoise
SW 2057

Burma Jade
SW 2862

WOODMONTCABINETRY.COM

rich color, warmth and tradition. A ginger-stained kitchen
is cozy and comfortable—with a touch of flair. Gingerstained cabinetry pairs best with black, white, natural

Nothing inspires delicious, healthy dinners like
natural greens. Create a small container garden in
the window. Then, prominently position a rotating
					
display of bamboo,
					
fern, or greens to
					
create a crisp, fresh						air feeling.

5 Grey Beveled Subway Tile
Subway tile doesn’t have to be white! Beveled gray
subway tile with monochromatic grout lines makes for a
backsplash wall that supports the real stars of your kitchen
– the cookware and fresh ingredients you use every day.

woods, green, persimmon and other bold hues.
(800) 709-5505
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